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‘Why don’t they show those on TV?’:
documentary film festivals, media and
community

CAROLE ROY
St. Francis Xavier University, Nova Scotia, Canada

The importance of alternative forms of information is undeniable in a democratic society.
Yet mass media often ignore important issues as well as grassroots struggles and victories.
Over the past two decades, citizens of one small Canadian town have initiated a documen-
tary film festival as a means to learn about diverse problems and/or share stories of suc-
cessful community development and victorious social movements around the world. This
sparked a series of documentary film festivals in other small Canadian towns. This article
examines a study of two of these documentary film festivals and the learning reported by
members of the audience.

In the 1990s, McChesney (1996) warned of the possibility of an assault on
our right to know through the total privatisation and deregulation of the
media. More recently, others have continued to express concerns about how
our communication networks are being degraded by pseudo-information.
Dobbin (2010: 10) argues that the relatively recent but critical decisions
about

the right to seize control of the media… [have] had the accumulative
effect over more than [a] decade of impoverishing the political debate and
neutralising dissenting voices. The rise of the Internet has moderated this
somewhat, but blogs, tweeting and Facebook and a few on-line journals will
not challenge the power of television any time soon. ... In the absence of
broad social movement organisations that actually understand our current
context, perhaps the next step is for those who do get it coming together
in smaller groups to imagine the future——the future we want and the poli-
tics we need to create to get us there.

As a result of privatisation and deregulation, radio, television and print
media often represent the views of the corporate sector, and offer what
media critic Solomon called ‘a multiplicity of sameness’ (in Waltz 2005: 7).
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This means that the mass media do not often offer stories about creative
and successful community development projects or social movements——sto-
ries that can encourage citizen engagement in imagining and creating alter-
natives.

Over the past decade, I have attended, initiated and organised numerous
documentary film festivals. I am always intrigued by the common question I
hear from many audience members: ‘Why don’t they show these films on TV?’
My study is a response to this as well as to the recent call by the International
Council of Adult Education (ICAE) for ‘the renewal of adult learning as a
means to social and political transformation’ (McQueen, personal communica-
tion, 14 December 2009). This call reflects the concern, expressed by Brook-
field and Holst (2011: 1) in Radicalizing Learning: Adult education for a just
world, that adult education ‘seems to have… become uncoupled from its
traditional, mainstream view of itself as a movement to create and build
democracy’. Because control of the Canadian media is concentrated in a few,
corporate hands, it is crucial for adult educators interested in social justice to
provide dynamic sites for citizenship education that can foster awareness of
social and political issues, local community building and international
solidarity.

I believe, and aim to show in this article, that film festivals can be just those
kinds of dynamic sites. These festivals show documentary films made by indepen-
dent filmmakers, which are not widely seen due to distribution networks that
favour corporate distributors. Winton and Garrison (2010: 404) argue that alter-
native films are not enough; alternative distribution networks are equally impor-
tant:

While film and video technology simplifies and reduces in size and cost,
and while cameras and their power to document the world have fallen into
the hands of the citizenry, radical changes in production alone do not put
the full power of cinema at the ready. Distributive structures shape the cin-
ema we see (and are not aware of) and the audiences film producers have
access to, predominantly along lines of commercial viability. Important
films——political and activist films that explore under-represented narra-
tives——often fail to find an audience because of the indifference of exclu-
sive commercial distribution channels.

In this article I share findings from a case study of two annual film festi-
vals, both held in small Canadian towns. These two festivals screen docu-
mentaries by independent filmmakers from around the world in an effort to
offer citizens concrete examples of alternative views and actions that do not
make the news, even when they are wildly successful. Their aim is to create
public spaces for citizen education, community building, and all types of sol-
idarity, in a context of diversity——both local and international. They attempt
to engage citizens in critical reflection, and to counteract the monopoly of
corporate media over what citizens think is possible or feasible. These docu-
mentary film festivals are about breaking silences. As the feminist poet Adri-
enne Rich (1979: 186) wrote: ‘Lying is done with words, and also with
silence’.
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Theoretical framework

In Radicalizing Learning: Adult education for a just world, Brookfield and Holst
(2011, 2) suggest the mainstream view in the 1930s was that ‘adult education
was about teaching people to resist dominant ideology’. Today, this view sounds
‘daringly radical’, which the authors describe as ‘a damning indictment of how
conservative and fearful the field [of adult education] has become’ (2011: 3).
The question Brookfield and Holst ask——how do we build grassroots coali-
tions?——further frames this study, as it challenges adult educators to broaden
their reach and reclaim the power of audio-visual for adult learning in a commu-
nity setting.

A number of other scholars write about the importance of images and, more
specifically, documentary films. While Wright (2008) suggests that images have
become a predominant way of getting information and knowledge about the
world, Ellis and McLane (2008) propose that documentaries aim to shed light
on a complex world. Nichols (2010: 1–2) adds that documentaries by indepen-
dent filmmakers offer alternative views, ‘challenge assumptions and alter percep-
tions… broaden limited horizons and awaken new possibilities’, all of which are
important at a time when major media are controlled by powerful sponsors and
tend to recycle the same information. The result, Nichols argues, is that when
we watch documentaries we ‘expect to learn or be moved, to discover or be per-
suaded of possibilities’ (2010: 38). He also suggests that documentaries ‘come
together in an arena of social debate and contestation … called the public
sphere as they are about debated concepts and contested issues’ (2010: 100);
that they ‘make claims, propose perspectives, and evoke feelings’ (2010: 68),
and activate our social consciousness. They provide ‘a source of stimulation’ for
those ‘who hunger for imaginative, passionate engagement with pressing social
issues and individual concerns’ while disappointing those ‘who yearn for the
pleasure of escaping into the imaginary worlds of fiction’ (2010: 104). Canadian
filmmaker Sylvia Hamilton (2004: 116) thinks a film ‘becomes a communal act’.
Interestingly, Rosenthal and Corner (2005) pointed out that while the documen-
tary audience was identified as requiring attention in 1987, it was still waiting for
that attention 20 years later.

Historical ties: adult education and the media in Canada

Historically, Canadians have benefited from technological innovations; media,
including film, have played an important role in educating the Canadian public.
Selman et al. (1998) suggest that the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
and the National Film Board (NFB) have both played important roles in adult
education. The Canadian Association for Adult Education (CAAE), in collabora-
tion with the CBC, have engaged in two of the biggest experiments in media-
delivered adult education in Canada: the National Farm Radio Forum (1941–
1965) and the Citizen’s Radio Forum (1943–present (Draper 1998). The NFB,
created in 1939, had by 1950 established 250 community film councils across
the country. Its films were catalysts that brought people together in non-com-
mercial venues like churches and union halls (Chatwin 1950). From 1967 to
1979, through its program Challenge for Change, the NFB used films and film-
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making to foster community dialogue by encouraging people to collectively ana-
lyze their situation, tell their stories, seek solutions and engage in community
development and social change. Even though Challenge for Change gained
international recognition and was copied in experiments in the United States
(Low 2010), it lost its funding in 1979; the NFB has suffered further cuts to its
government funding in recent years and has now replaced its human officers
with a website launched in 2009, which is now the NFB’s major public interface
and allows people to screen some of the films and videos from its online collec-
tion.

While budget cuts forced the NFB to withdraw its field officers, some citizens
decided to apply the lessons learned from the NFB experiment and developed
alternative exhibition networks for under-represented narratives told by indepen-
dent documentary filmmakers from home and abroad. These citizens sought to
stimulate discussion that might challenge social and political borders and create
public spaces where greater understanding, new local/global networks of sup-
port and action could develop. One of these efforts began in 1990 in Courtenay,
British Columbia. This initiative became the World Community Film Festival
and helped to nurture the Traveling World Community Film Festival in eight
other communities across Canada. In 2005, Peterborough became one of the
sites for the Traveling World Community Film Festival.

Research methodology

This article reports on a qualitative research using a case study methodology.
Two documentary film festivals were selected based on the following criteria: (1)
production: films screened are by independent filmmakers from Canada and
abroad; (2) topics: the films must refer to a wide range of political, social and
ecological justice issues; (3) location: towns with fewer than 70,000 citizens; (4)
length of existence. Based on this, the following film festivals were selected:

• The World Community Film Festival, which started in 1990 in Courtenay, Brit-
ish Columbia as an educational event to link local and global community
development. The festival was initiated by a group of citizens including a
professor of sociology, members of the labour sector and a filmmaker who
had worked as an education officer with the NFB’s Challenge for Change
programme discussed above.

• The Traveling World Community Film Festival in Peterborough, Ontario,
which started in 2005, and in 2009 was renamed ReFrame——Peterborough
International Film Festival. This three-day festival takes place in the last
weekend of January and launches International Development Week.

The films shown at these two festivals cover a wide range of topics, such as:
First Nations; war and peace; environmental issues; women; youth and aging; dis-
abilities; prisons and rehabilitation; innovative community development; current
political issues; resilience of the human spirit and use of arts in healing and/or
social change. The films are exposés of problems and tales of success and contri-
bution. Some films denounce injustices by bringing difficult social, political or
ecological realities to the attention of viewers, whilst others announce a better
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world——a world where communities demonstrate their willingness to join
together, analyse their situations, develop strategies and act for the preservation
of their dignity, their rights or the environment.

Data were collected between January 2008 and February 2010. The types of
data were: archival documents from each festival; 67 exit interviews with audi-
ence members; four in-depth interviews with audience members; 10 in-depth
interviews with organizers; four in-depth interviews with authorities in the field
of arts and social change; three group interviews with a total of 17 audience
members; one group interview with 10 sponsors; two in-depth interviews with
exhibitors; and one interview with a chef who provides food at the Courtenay
Festival Bazaar. We asked audience members to share their reasons for attend-
ing, individual reflections and learning gained from attending the film festival,
and anticipated benefits for the community, if any. I turn now to the findings of
the study.

Affirming life choices

For some attendees the information itself was powerful, but their current cir-
cumstances prevented active involvement. In one case, Rita in Courtenay found
that the stories in the films affirmed her actions: ‘I just adopted two children
and right now my activism is just immersing myself totally in raising these chil-
dren.’ She added that these stories made it easier for her to accept that her
activism ‘goes in and out of the public world, and in and out of the private
world’ (7 February 2009). Rosemary, another woman in Courtenay, talked about
how seeing films affirmed her daughter’s sexual orientation and gave her some
useful background information:

I think what the film festival has done for me has been to educate me and
add to my body of knowledge and my ideas about many different things.
And because one of my children is gay, her coming out was very comfort-
able because there are a lot of gay people in my family as it happens. I was
grateful to the film festival at the same time because I had gone to a lot of
films about lesbians and gays and families and religious responses. So it
was useful in terms of educating me as a mother to have had that back-
ground.

The films and film festivals are not only about changing views; at times they
offer affirmation for people’s views, choices, or actions, or simply offer informa-
tion or a positive example.

Encouraging connections

The collective aspect of the film festival was important; some attendees pointed
out that watching television at home was very different from watching films with
others in a dark theatre, listening to stories of challenges and successes. For
Joseph, who attended the Peterborough film festival in February 2010, knowing
others were watching the same story made a difference, even if there were no
direct exchanges between viewers:
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Any of us could have rented those movies and gone home and watched
them in our living rooms. I think there’s also something powerful about
being part of a group experiencing something, even if we don’t ever talk
to anyone about our own personal experience. Just being together collec-
tively and watching. I believe there’s some value in that. There’s something
about being collectively there as witnesses to something that gives it more
power.

He found comfort in knowing that others shared similar interests. Attending the
film festival also provided a basis of connection with one of his clients soon
afterwards:

We’re all there for a purpose. There is something even about the film end-
ing, and standing up and walking out of the room. We’re still doing all
that together. … there’s something bigger about it. I have more responsi-
bility to be present to it, even the silence, as opposed to me getting on
with whatever you’d normally do [at home]. … I can only assume that if
something affects me, others in the room are also being affected. … A cou-
ple of days ago I had a Trent University client, a young client, who had
been at the film festival, and she talked about how powerful it was for her.
There’s something about knowing that you’re not the only one experienc-
ing this. I think that’s important.

Even if there were no verbal exchanges between viewers, the collective presence
changed the experience of watching a film. It increased the viewers’ sense of
accountability, given that others witnessed dissemination of the same informa-
tion.

One question often heard in activist circles is: Are we preaching to the con-
verted? According to Judy, the atmosphere of respect and openness at the Peter-
borough festival made it easier to draw the ‘unconverted’. For example, after
screening of the film A Hard Name, which is about former inmates trying to rein-
tegrate into society, an experienced activist recognised one of the men from the
film in the audience; since at that time ‘he wasn’t talking to anybody’, she went
over to speak to him.

Maria, a film festival sponsor for the Peterborough festival, suggested that get-
ting sponsorship for the festival was not just about money. was also ‘a commu-
nity building festival … bringing us together, and asking for sponsorship is not
just about the financial support, but about the knitting together of groups and
individuals with common goals’. The film festival acts as a catalyst, reminiscent
of an earlier time when the NFB community film councils also used films to
bring people together.

In addition to the collective aspect of the Peterborough festival, Carolyn said
the festival format allowed individuals to also honour their personal interests:

Everyone can receive from [the film festival] what they’re ready to receive.
So you know, 20 of us, or 200 of us, sitting and watching a film which isn’t
trying to preach or teach, we’re allowed to receive and can receive. Ideally,
each of us receives what we need to receive.
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Denouncing injustices and exposing problems

The festival format provides a collective experience, yet it also allows viewers
emotional and intellectual space to privately consider new information and new
perspectives. These documentary film festivals screen productions that denounce
situations of injustice, oppression and ecological destruction. Pauline in Peter-
borough was galvanised by watching a film on the Alberta tar sands:

I think I’ll write a letter to the politicians and the federal government just
expressing that I’m not happy with [oil sands]. I don’t know if there’s any
opportunity to vote. At some point I’d like to get involved in an activist
group, but at this point right now, it just doesn’t make sense for me in my
life. But I would like to get more involved in those issues and I don’t know,
I feel like just having that knowledge is powerful.

For some festival attendees, the films were their first exposure to information
that did not come from the mainstream media. The film The World According to
Monsanto exposed the corporation’s control over seed propagation, and Alison
mentioned that it provided new information, especially to two friends who came
to the festival for the first time: ‘They went to the GMO film [The World Accord-
ing to Monsanto] and came out shattered. They were not into this issue [before].
And suddenly, they were now having a discussion.’ Carolyn, also in Peterbor-
ough, reported hearing people leaving the same Monsanto film saying they were
‘gonna have to go organic’ and got ‘the feeling that when people left that film
they were ready to take up placards and march’.

Other films offer deeper understanding of current political issues and the
opportunity for viewers to realise the limited information available in main-
stream media newscasts. Exposure to a different perspective helps viewers to
become more critical thinkers. Robert in Peterborough commented:

I saw the film Burma VJ. I’ve heard Burma talked about on the news, and
you usually only get tidbits of information, so it was nice to have a different
point of view, too, and a whole perspective on what’s going on there, and
the same thing with Tibet and the history and the battles that are going on
there.

Be it environmental issues or the political situation in other parts of the
world, both of the film festivals include documentaries that denounce current
conditions of injustice and destruction. For viewers, these films provide an
opportunity to reconsider their own views, as well as to consider the role of the
mass media and the type of information missing from mainstream newscasts.

Transforming views

While these film festivals take place in familiar community settings, they allow
festival goers to suspend their daily activities and enter a liminal space outside
everyday concerns. This space makes it possible for them to reconsider their
views. Knowledge of other communities——their challenges, their struggles, and
sometimes their victories——broadens perspectives and creates a bridge across
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differences, allowing viewers to reflect on their opinions in a safe and respectful
atmosphere.

Lisa, at the Peterborough festival, acknowledged the enlarging of her world-
view, and the empowerment this brought: ‘The documentary format … teaches
me, it educates me, it broadens my perspective, it broadens the ground I stand
on so I’m able to walk anywhere and walk with some more knowledge after I see
that movie.’ Rose also spoke of gaining a new understanding of what citizenship
meant, which expanded into a sense of responsibility as a ‘Canadian’ but also to
see oneself as a ‘member of a worldwide society’. Sometimes a film generates
strong emotions and challenges views and identities, as Joseph suggests:

If it just touches me intellectually, it’s just information, I can store it, it
doesn’t change who I am or how I behave and see myself in the world. If
something touches me on a deeper, more emotional level, then I believe
that I am changed as a result of it. … Whenever I’m no longer watching
what’s happening in the film, and I’ve othered a person who is there and
can see that, that can be a part of me, or that I’m a part of them, I think
at that point, I’ve changed. I’m no longer watching the movie.

Joseph was referring to the film Exile, which he described as ‘a film of
shame’. It tells the story of the 1953 forced relocation of Inuit families to the
uninhabited and inhospitable high Arctic, 1500 kilometers north of their tradi-
tional homeland in northern Quebec. He admits to feeling a real sense of
anger, but also embarrassment at

how we behaved as Canadians. We are often saying that we are not racist,
but that is not true. I felt so arrogant being a Canadian, that we have this
illusion that we do things well, in a caring way. Exile is a good reminder for
me that we also really blew it at times.

Some films led people to ask themselves existential questions. Burma VJ was
shot with small cameras by citizens who wanted the world to know what was
going on during very difficult protests in which many were killed. The people
taking pictures risked death; awareness of this led members of the audience to
question: ‘What am I prepared to die for?’.

These comments resonate with Nichols’ (2010: 110) assertion that ‘[w]e hun-
ger for metaphorical representations to help us understand what values to attach
to social practices’ and the idea that documentaries can ‘help us understand how
others experience situations and events [and] offer an orientation to the experi-
ence of others, and by extension, to the social practices we share with them.’

Other attendees also reported change in themselves after seeing films at these
festivals. Taylor, in Courtenay, suggested that there was a cumulative effect to
seeing documentaries, and that this could lead to social change: ‘Either you
know enough of the problem to be spurred to action, or somebody gives you an
idea for a solution that actually fits in your life at this time. So I think they’re
part of a process of social change.’ Some attendees reported doing exactly that:
taking action.
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Fostering questioning and active involvement

For some attendees, new information was translated into changed behaviour.
For example, Maureen in Peterborough claimed to have become ‘more con-
scious of preserving water’ and changing her use of it. Joy also reported chang-
ing her behaviour after watching films about water at the festival:

there have been films about water and just sort of the slow raising of aware-
ness about issues involving water and bottled water and privatisation of
water and all of that. … That is an interesting example because I used to
buy bottles of water sometimes; I don’t ever now. I carry around a refillable
container that has a Vancouver tap water sticker on it. And one of the
things our Labour Council will probably look at is doing some work
around this with the Council and with Canadians around the privatisation
of water. So when I think about it, yeah, those would be films that I have
seen at the film festival where I probably got the information to change
how I partake of water when I am not at home and wanting to take some
action.

Annabelle in Peterborough talked about new information making her ‘really
mad ... There was one in particular, on oil sands in Canada. I already knew
about the issue, but seeing the movie made me really angry about the problem
and the injustice that was going on and that spurred me to want to get
involved.’ Interestingly, for Jocelyn in Peterborough, the film that had the most
impact on her was not the one her organisation had sponsored. Tongzhei in Love,
she argued,

transcended cultures and created a stronger sense of common humanity.
…[It] was about young men in China …where they gathered together and
could identify as gays and find company of other gay-identified young
men. The part that was a strong reminder was the concept of familial
responsibility in that film, a concept that I wasn’t aware of before, that just
led me to a place of being reminded that there is so much more to go,
and the specific challenges that queer-identified people experience around
the world.

The same film also elicited comments from others, particularly with regard
to how difficult the film was and how it ‘pushed on our edges, and that’s a good
thing ...[but] those edges may be a little tender for some people.’ Joseph
offered a suggestion, followed by a self-critical reflection:

I just wondered, would it be helpful in some of those instances to have a
pre-defined gathering place where people could actually … debrief the film
in a more structured way? Not a really structured way, but lots of opportu-
nity for people to … share a meal or a cup of tea, at Showplace [Bazaar],
for the people who might have been alone, who may not have community.
How do we draw them in, because I’m mindful that … there were a couple
of places that might have been very tender or perhaps a little raw for some
people. So I worried about that and I did nothing about it.
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Even though Darcy in Peterborough came to the festival with a lifetime of
commitment to being informed, taking action and standing in solidarity with
others, new information led to new involvement:

I’ve been … walking with Aboriginal people in solidarity for over 40 years
and it’s been a big part of my life journey. … But now I’ve just learned
about a situation very close to Peterborough where pure water under-
ground is going to be affected by development. … So I’m just bestirring
myself now to begin to work on that, to raise awareness. So … I have been
motivated to go back into action.

Barbara saw a film on rape as a weapon of war in the Congo at a previous fes-
tival and was horrified, so made a financial donation to the cause. She believed
that seeing such films would generate an interest in paying greater attention to
who we vote for, or taking actions like writing letters or organising protests. Oth-
ers were moved by issues closer to home. Diane in Peterborough candidly
shared how her outlook had changed after seeing a film on homelessness the
previous year, and how she had been encouraging others to make the same con-
siderations:

They [homeless] want to be recognised as persons and not on the fringe
of society with everyone trying to ignore them. ... I hadn’t thought about it
before; so now I have thought about it and I have a different attitude.
When I see homeless people I make an effort to smile or say hello or have
a good day, and not just giving them money. I guess that was something I
changed and I told people about it too, I said ‘don’t just ignore them, bet-
ter if you acknowledge that they’re here and part of our society.’

Inspired to act, citizens take action both at home and abroad.

Announcing possibilities

Films that focus on successes and creative solutions announce possibilities to
their audiences, according to Freire (2004). The film A Year at Sherbrooke exam-
ines the experience of two artists who worked at a home for people with disabili-
ties, making art with residents who have various levels of abilities. Joan in
Peterborough saw the film and said:

I take a lot of care so that I can absorb the films both intellectually and
emotionally; that’s important to me. A Year at Sherbrooke was an uplifting
film about the power of art, power of people being creative. It was a real
feel-good … kind of film. Action and art can change people.

Others were inspired by a film about a victorious political struggle, but the
story also raised new issues. Alex in Peterborough said: ‘Bananas was an inspir-
ing story because it was about workers having a victory over the big corporation.
So that was a nice aspect. But I have mixed feelings because I think they’re
being taken advantage of by lawyers.’ While appreciative, Alex remains a critical
thinker.
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One approach used in Peterborough to help the audience make connections
between local and global realities is to have community organisations sponsor
specific films related to their concerns, and invite the sponsors to introduce
their organisations before the films. Frederika in Peterborough appreciated this
community development approach:

It’s really important the way they’re set up, that they have the films con-
nected with the community or like-minded groups. … Then it gives you an
opportunity to know where to get involved, especially if you see a film that
really makes you angry or you want to do something.

Witnessing the creativity of individuals and communities generates interest in
specific projects and a desire to get involved. The film Tocar y luchar (To Play
and to Fight) tells the story of the Venezuela Youth Orchestra, a classical music
orchestra that counts 240,000 youth members from a wide range of back-
grounds, and which uses music education for character development and com-
munity building. The orchestra leaders are surprisingly inclusive, to the point of
including deaf youth, who respond to the musical vibrations they feel in their
feet. After that film, attendees often asked: ‘Why don’t we do that here?’. Lesley
in Peterborough was inspired by the actions of others with fewer material
resources:

We [human beings] are irrepressible and we’re tremendously inventive
and it’s good to have a film that reminds us of that. We’re in an age of a
lack of hope and despair. And we need to see... what we can do, and be
reminded of what we can do and be inspired.... Where do we find the
resources for not despairing? And if we are despairing, how do we stay
alive, how do we live?

New perspectives inspired others to make a greater commitment to working
for social and political change. Alma in Peterborough said that attendance at
the film festival made her more of an activist, much more vocal, sharing her
favourite films with friends and relatives at video nights. A film shown in Cour-
tenay, Fierce Light, highlighted the inspiring work of a number of creative and
courageous people around the world. It included the story of a large community
garden in Los Angeles where gardeners from a mosaic of cultures worked side
by side, growing all kinds of plants. Yet this garden was threatened and finally
destroyed, despite large demonstrations supporting its preservation.

William in Courtenay shared the impact this film had on him: ‘A lot of times
these things seem hopeless, the forces are so big, lined up, you know, big corpo-
rations, lots of money, the bulldozers knocking down that gorgeous little gar-
den. It was heartbreaking.’ He went on to discuss the importance of making
choices, once the values at play are understood:

And yet, you have a choice, you can run away and hide … I felt like just
going off and looking after myself and my family. Then you realise, we
have to stand here in the pain of all this confusion and not knowing if we
are making a difference at all, and be real, and do the best that we can,
and sometimes that works. It often transforms you in doing it and that’s
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how you transform the world and [Velcro Ripper, the film’s director] really
made that point clearly.

The connection between activism and spirituality in Fierce Light was clear for
William, who was spurred to involvement:

I am going to take on what I feel strongly about and that’s what this film
did for me. It helped motivate me to take on issues that I have always sat
on the sidelines and thought, ‘oh that’s interesting, I’m glad somebody is
taking that on.’ Now I feel that I’m going to get involved and start to be a
participant in some of those things, those changes that I would like to see.

Aside from the sense of empowerment that comes from greater knowledge,
festival attendees often expressed appreciation for the opportunities for dia-
logue and exchange made possible by the film festival. Although attending a
film festival requires minimal commitment, exposing oneself to diverse issues
and to struggles and victories helps people create links within their local com-
munities, thereby strengthening the democratic fabric of those communities.
Vivian in Courtenay suggested that a film festival is an excellent way to bring a
community together ‘around the possibilities of change, possibilities of what we
can do as participants. And this particular festival is very important because it is
bringing us collectively together as a community and seeing what role we can
play in making some changes for our future.’

Implications for adult education

Documentaries by independent filmmakers are an important source of informa-
tion and insights in a world dominated by mass media. Comments by people
who attended a documentary film festival concurred with Nichols’ perception
(2010: 38–40) that ‘[d]ocumentaries stimulate epistephilia (a desire to know) in
their audiences … [who] encounter documentaries with an expectation that
their desire to know more about the world will find gratification’. According to
Nichols, debate is inevitable, and documentary film contributes to incorporating
it in the public sphere, as some ‘explain … analyze problems and propose solu-
tions’, while others ‘seek to mobilize … support for one position’ (2010: 251)
and yet others invite understanding, facilitate empathy and provide insights; they
‘instruct and please, move and compel’ (2010: 252). Ellis and McLane (2008:
326) state that ‘documentary film remains one of the most effective ways to
enhance understanding on a mass level.’

Comments by film festival attendees also reveal a desire to join with others
and actively participate, which is precious in a society suffering the effects of
atomisation. Ehrenreich (2006: 254) suggests that ‘[t]he very notion of the ‘col-
lective,’ of the common good, has been eroded by the self-serving agendas of
the powerful——their greed and hunger for still more power’. She argues that
throughout the capitalist and post-communist world, ‘decades of conservative
social policy have undermined any sense of mutual responsibility and placed the
burden of risk squarely on the individual or the family’ (2006: 254). A film festi-
val exposes people to new information in a collective setting and, in a small way,
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encourages them to question current situations and participate in collective
events.

Bringing people together and creating a space for them to engage with new
ideas and with other people may be the greatest contribution made by these
film festivals in this age of individualism. Any contribution to the reweaving of
community, locally as well as globally, is important. An event that welcomes a
diversity of people seeking different levels of engagement is important in a mul-
ticultural society, as it can lead to a greater sense of efficacy, hope and increased
awareness, and——potentially——active involvement both locally and globally.
Schugurensky (2006: 77) suggests that

Pluralistic citizenship acknowledges that democratic politics must allow for
particularities and differences but at the same time must encourage com-
mon actions for collective benefit. This ‘unity in diversity’ approach nur-
tures cross-cultural dialogue and mutual respect … while it fosters joint
struggles based on solidarity principles.

Providing a space where people can engage differences with respect, open-
ness and empathy contributes to greater democratic participation. Neilsen
(2004: 46) contends that the aesthetics of knowing are important because

[i]f we are to find a way to live between earth and sky, we must learn to
surrender to new and larger stories, ones that continually bring us to the
edge of deeper questions: How to be here? What can we know? ….What
matters? Who are we and what must we do for one another in order to live
fully, safely, equitably on this struggling planet?

Because most people approach films and film festivals as leisure, they are
often more open and receptive to new information. Boler and Allen (2002) sug-
gest that exposure to documentaries by independent filmmakers is about dia-
logue and an opportunity to think and discuss critically what is missing from the
news. Exposing problems alongside successful struggles, documentary film festi-
vals create a space for denouncing injustices while also announcing possibilities
(Freire 2004); they cultivate attendees’ critical understanding of issues while
stimulating their imaginations.

In the second decade of the century, we face serious problems on a scale
rarely experienced before: an unstable economy, the potential collapse of many
ecosystems, human rights that are still only dreams for many, a growing chasm
between rich and poor, violence and wars. Educators are aware that solutions
will only be found by engaging citizens in meaningful exchanges that legitimise
dreams of a just and sustainable world. As Freire (2004: 19) suggests, ‘one of the
foremost tasks for a radical and liberating critical pedagogy is to clarify the legiti-
macy of the ethical political dream of overcoming an unjust reality’. Community
dialogue plays an important role in such an undertaking, according to Low
(2010: 23), a pioneer at the NFB who launched the Challenge for Change
program in the late 1960s:

Violence is impractical because geography, space, and nature no longer
contain small violence. Now, what is one day a remote tribal skirmish is the
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next day cause célèbre for a superpower or the invasion of a larger vested
interest. Instantaneous media do not seem to calm the nervous trigger fin-
gers, they exacerbate alarm. But we know that it is either a question of
cooperation and accommodation or annihilation on a global scale. … If
we cannot improve our local, regional, and national [and international]
communication——if we cannot improve the quality of our own community
dialogue——how can we walk with any authority upon a world stage and
change the nature of that desperate argument?

Paulo Freire, in his Pedagogy of Indignation (2004), provides the best frame-
work for this study. He emphasises the fine balance between anger at injustice,
legitimate hope for a better world and commitment to community development
and creative social change. A key argument in Pedagogy of Indignation is that
denunciation of an unjust reality must be accompanied by the announcement of
possibilities: ‘It would be horrible if we could only feel oppression, but not imag-
ine a different world or dream of it as a vision, and embrace the struggle of its
erection’ (2004: 119). To my mind, these documentary film festivals are tools
for communication and act as evidence that Freire’s pedagogy of indignation
can help us deal with injustice and ecological destruction; rekindle our hope
that things can be different; and encourage us to take the risks and engage with
others in reflection, dialogue and action to protect dignity, rights and an ecolog-
ical balance that can support life. The festivals can act as sites for people to
learn to forge grassroots coalitions as they become aware of new information
and examples of successful actions by small groups of citizens in their own com-
munities and in all parts of the world. To conclude, I concur with Edgerton and
Wright (2008: ix) when they write that ‘scientists and historians of the future …
will study the visual arts not as mere passive reflectors of great ideas, but as
active promulgators of those ideas’.
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